
DESCRIPTION: The Barbera Superiore is a selection of our best vineyards. The 
best, for us, are the older vineyards (Bricco delle Viole) and those with soils poor 
of energy (Bricco Bertone). This is the magic of the vine: these strained plants 
produce the finest bunches and the most crunchy and tasteful berries. The Barbera 
Superiore is a wine of intense aromatic strength, structure, energy and longevity. A 
Barbera that speaks the language of the terroirs it is coming from. 

VARIETY: 100% Barbera

VINEYARD AND TERROIR: Up to 1998, the Barbera Superiore was a selection of 
the Barbera grapes of Bricco delle Viole, vineyard on the most Western slopes of 
Barolo. Its soil is made up of white clay marne, rich of magnesium and manganese, 
with limited levels of iron. Our family is proud to save these ancient vines of Barbera 
in the middle of our best Nebbiolo vineyards. The vineyard Bricco Bertone, at the 
left side of Talloria river, has the same origins and qualities as the well-known 
bordering Serralunga d’Alba crus. The particular composition and nature of the 
soils, the steep slopes, Talloria river on one side and a wonderful woodland on the 
other made us fall in love with this vineyard. The logical consequence is a deep 
respect for this uncontaminated land. 

VINTAGE: The vintage started late, but experienced a very positive turn from 
July on. A hot August and September led to one of the most refined vintages in 
recent years. It is a very intriguing vintage for Barbera, which is characterized by a 
great aromatic freshness, with flavors of wild berries, incense, ashes, hints of wild 
herbs. On the palate, it is distinguished by its exceptional flavors and outstanding 
balance. 

HARVEST AND WINEMAKING: In 2013, the harvest for the Barbera Superiore 
started on October 14th. The harvest, as well as the transport in small crates, are 
manually carried out to preserve the whole fruit. A triple selection ensures the best 
quality of the grapes: first in the vineyard, observing the grapes on the vine, and 
later with a double sorting in the cellar. Maceration has had an exceptionally long 
life: about 35 days before racking. The warmth of spring helped the malolactic 
fermentation, which is essential to smoothen the acidity of Barbera and make the 
wine bloom.

AGING: 22 months in 25hl Slavonian oak casks and some play by second pass.

TASTING NOTES: Red with violet hues, a rich range of complex perfumes where 
red fruits, dry hay, flowers, licorice, and incense blend to a subtle mineral texture. 
This Barbera Superiore has a richness and an incredible depth that, starting from 
the nose, accompany the entire tasting.
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       ‘A Barbera that behaves like a Barolo’ is the expression 
with which the old farmers spoke of some special Barbera 
after an adequate aging. This is what we ask of our Barbera 
Superiore: to express in time her thousand, exciting and 
profound emotions.

Aldo Vaira


